EY Smart Health
solutions

Smart health dares you to imagine what a hospital and health system can
be in the age of digital health care, and then build it: a blend of physical and
virtual care, connecting patients via sensors and smartphones to clinicians,
connected buildings and their health data.
In health care, there are many ecosystems, quickly evolving
technologies and massive amounts of data, all untidy and
uncoordinated. EY teams have a strategic vision on how to use
those tools, ecosystems, structures, and data to drive a better
experience for providers and consumers. We believe digital should
be woven into every aspect of an enterprise and collaborate with
EY clients to stop “doing” digital and start “being” digital.

EY Smart Health solutions
To bring the smart health vision to life, EY teams convene and
connect the entire health care ecosystem. We explore where
opportunities for collaboration exist and use our experience
in technology, strategic planning, organizational design, and
process transformation to drive better outcomes for all.

We’ve built an EY Smart Health Collaborative to bring health
systems together that have made a commitment to share leading
practices, discuss challenges, and talk to peers about different
things they may encounter along the journey to becoming a
smart health organization.
Embarking on a smart health journey requires thoughtful
consideration of known challenges and the rapidly evolving
technology landscape, as well as strong change management.
The EY Smart Health Collaborative can help guide health care
organizations from wherever they are in their journey through
issues like legislation, funding, cybersecurity and data privacy
to support that these factors do not become roadblocks in their
smart health transformations.
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EY Smart Health Experience

EY Smart Hospital and health transformation

The EY Smart Health Experience suite of solutions includes:

Smart health connects people, the environment, and systems
to form a virtual connected care environment. This delivers
effective, proactive, and better care that is centered around the
patient in the hospital, community or at home. EY Smart Hospital
work leverages the wider ecosystem to create a virtual care
platform, integrating data through interoperable patient record
systems and digital enablers such as IoT, 5G, AI, and remote
monitoring solutions. The work of EY teams extends across the
health system: from implementing virtual care, to helping to
optimize existing facilities and services, through to a complete
transformation, including the planning, architectural and
information systems design of new-build facilities. Transformation
is built upon digital assets and analytics, helping to optimize
performance and leading practices in modernization to realize
efficiencies and drive a differentiated experience.

• Persona definition

The EY Smart Hospital suite of solutions includes:

• Patient, provider, employee, and broker journey mapping
and service design

• Virtual care masterplan

Smart health starts by getting the consumer experience right
through human-centered design, which is, quite simply, designing
for people. By focusing upon what matters most to the health
care consumer and to the workforce, EY works with organizations
to create a more personalized technology-enabled health and
well-being experience and a modernized work environment.
In a smart health system, automation and digitization are reshaping how the entire system works together for a better care
experience. We use an experience-led approach and work with
hospitals and health systems to introduce digitally-enabled front-,
middle- and back-office operations that support the end-to-end
consumer and clinician experience.

• Ecosystem definition

• Smart health analytics, including macro supply/demand/ROI
modeling, operational performance, and customer insights

• Customer behavioral insights
• Customer-led strategy, capability and roadmap creation
• Business case definition

• Smart hospital transformation

• Intelligent automation
• Ecosystem and platform orchestration

• Digital employee and caregiver onboarding
• Definition of wireframes and prototypes
• Product development, launch and scale
• Operating model definition

To get in contact with an EY Smart Health solutions team
member, email smarthealth@ey.com. To read further
EY Smart Health insights, visit ey.com/exploresmarthealth.

• Experience led digital enterprise transformation

EY teams support traditional hospitals and health systems in their transformation to smart health organizations in a valueoriented, controlled and agile way. We help by guiding hospitals, health systems and payers with questions like:
• In which technologies should we invest in the coming years and which solutions are the most suitable for us?
• How do we organize around the consumer and workforce experience at every point of the end-to-end care journey?
• How do we judge who is the right technology partner to help us move ahead with our smart journey?
• What strategic impact does a transformation to a smart hospital have?
• How can technology unburden employees and keep them enthusiastic and motivated?
• How do we involve employees and motivate them to embrace new technologies and adjust their way of working?
• How do I define what capabilities will truly differentiate my brand in the market and establish an experience my
customers need?
• How do I create a frictionless and personalized ecosystem, enabling my customers to live healthier lives?
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EY | Building a better working world
About EY
EY exists to build a better working world, helping create longterm value for clients, people and society and build trust in the
capital markets.
Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY teams in over 150
countries provide trust through assurance and help clients grow,
transform and operate.
Working across assurance, consulting, law, strategy, tax and
transactions, EY teams ask better questions to find new answers
for the complex issues facing our world today.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more,
of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of
which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK
company limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients.
Information about how EY collects and uses personal data and a
description of the rights individuals have under data protection
legislation are available via ey.com/privacy. For more information
about our organization, please visit ey.com.
About EY’s Global Health Sector
Across the world, health care systems and entities are under
unprecedented pressure. Spiraling costs, exacerbated by aging
populations and emerging market growth, are bringing newfound
focus on value and outcomes. Mobile health and data analytics
promise to revamp care delivery but are also bringing in competitors
from other sectors. For governments, payers and providers, these
trends create a host of challenges: extracting insights from “big
data,” partnering in new ways, boosting operating efficiencies
and more.
EY’s Global Health Sector brings together a worldwide network of
more than 10,000 sector-focused assurance, consulting, strategy,
tax and transaction professionals with a range of health care and
business backgrounds. Our wide-reaching network allows us to
rapidly share leading practices and solutions around the globe and
deploy diverse delivery teams to meet your needs. ey.com/health
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